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Access Network Technology

■To realize efficiently communication with high quality in the next generation Internet,
we conduct R&D in the following three sub-themes focusing on the technologies to
adequately utilize and allocate various kinds of limited network resources.

1. Adapting Routing Technology Based on Network Measurement:
Technology to dynamically optimize (select/control) routing on the core network for
the various access network connections based on the network measurement.

2. Seamless Resource Allocation/Utilization Control Considering QoS:
Technology to utilize and allocate efficiently and dynamically network resources
within the various kinds of access networks including mobile and wireless
communication, considering communication quality.

3. End-to-End Communication Control Adaptive to Diversity and Variability:
Adaptive transport and application layer network technologies to improve
performance and reliability of the end-to-end communication across various
access networks and super-high-speed core networks.

（A） Adaptive routing technology based on network
measurement, traffic flow measurement, route
selection. Optical core network

（B） Seamless resource utilization/allocation
control considering quality:
- Radio network,
- multi-hop radio, mobile terminal

（C） E2E communication control technology adapted to
diversity and variability:
- Endo-to-End communication (transport),
- router support.
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■AIM-7F
3-8-1, Asano, Kokurakita, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 802-0001,
Japan

［Organization］

・Chair: Dr. Yuji Oie (Kyushu Institute of Tech. )

・Senior Expert Researcher: Katsuyuki
Yamazaki (Nagaoka Univ. of Tech. ),
Kenji Kawahara (Kyushu Institute of Tech.)

・Expert Researcher: Nobuo Ryoki

・Guest Researcher: (8 members)
Takeshi Ikenaga, Yutaka Fukuda (Kyushu Institute of
Tech. ), Yoshiaki Hori (Kyushu Univ. ), Katsuyoshi Iida
(Tokyo Institute of Tech. ), Hiroyuki Koga (The Univ. of
Kitakyushu), Kazumi Kumazoe（Human Media Creation
Center/KYUSYU）, Yoshinori Kitatsuji, Satoshi Katsuno
(KDDI Lab. ), Yoshiaki Kitaguchi (INTEC W&G)


